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Multi-strand β-sheet of Alzheimer Aβ(1–40) folds to β-strip helix: Implication for 

protofilament formation  

ABSTRACT 

X-ray fibre diffraction experiments on Alzheimer Aβ(1-40) fibrils (Fraser  et al. Biochemistry 31, 

1992; Malinchik et al. Biophysical Journal, 74, 1998) indicated protofilaments with tilted β-strands 

rather than strands oriented perpendicular to the fibril axis as is usually interpreted from cross-β 

patterns. The protofilament width and tilt angle determined by these experiments were used to predict 

a β-strip helix model – a β-helix-like structure in which multiple identical polypeptide molecules 

assemble in-register to form a helical sheet structure such that the outer strands 1 and m join with a 

register shift t –  with m=11 and t=22. Starting from untwisted β-sheets comprising 10, 11 and 12 

strands, multiple explicit solvent Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed to determine 

whether the sheets form β-strip helices matching the dimensions of the experimentally measured 

protofilament. In the simulations, the predicted 11-strand sheets curled up to form a closed β-strip 

helix like structure with dimensions matching experimental values, whereas the 10- and 12-strand 

sheets did not form a closed helical structure. However, the 12-strand structure did show similarity to 

a cross-β structure determined by a solid-state NMR experiment. The 11-strand β-strip helix 

resembles a trans-membrane β-barrel which could explain the ability of small oligomers of Aβ(1-40) 

to form toxic ion channels. A further consequence of opposite sides of the 11-strand strip coming 

together at a register shift of 22 is end-to-end joins between neighbouring β-strip helices, resulting in a 

protofilament that keeps growing in both directions. 

Keywords: molecular dynamics simulation, cross-β, shear number, β-helix, β-barrel.  
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Introduction 

Amyloid refers to an alternative protein conformation that all proteins seem to be able to 

adopt given the right conditions (Sipe and Cohen, 2000). It is a misfolded form that in 

contrast to the native form is stable against denaturants. The formation of amyloid is the 

cause of a number of well-known chronic diseases (Buxbaum and Linke, 2012; Eisenberg 

and Jucker, 2012) including type II diabetes, Huntington’s disease, Parkinson’s and 

Alzheimer’s. Prions are also considered to be amyloid (Ritter et al., 2005). The mature form 

of amyloid comprises unbranched fibrils that are thought to comprise in-register parallel β-

sheet (Shewmaker, McGlinchey, & Wickner, 2011; Shinchuk et al., 2005; Wickner, 

Shewmaker, Kryndushkin, & Edskes, 2008), although antiparallel β-sheet has also been 

characterised (Lendel et al., 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2015; Sawaya et al., 2007; Serra-Batiste 

et al., 2016). It has become widely accepted that amyloid fibrils comprise β-sheet in the 

cross-β configuration, that is with the β-strands running perpendicular to the fibril axis 

direction. Although cross-β is common to many amyloid fibrils there is a considerable 

conformational diversity amongst amyloid fibrils (Toyama and Weissman, 2011) and β-

helical structures have also been proposed (Hayward and Milner-White, 2017; Makin and 

Serpell, 2005). The HET-s(218-289) prion protein (Wasmer et al., 2008) provides an example 

with fibril subunits formed from single-strand β-helices that join end-to-end. Single-strand β-

helices are approximately cross-β, but for β-helices comprising more than one strand folded 

into a β-helical structure, such as in β-strip helices, (Hayward and Milner-White, 2017) 

strands cannot be perfectly cross-β.  

The Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations presented here are based on the results of 

X-ray fibre diffraction experiments carried out in the Kirschner group by Fraser et al. (Fraser 

et al., 1992) and Malinchik et al.(Malinchik, Inouye, Szumowski, & Kirschner, 1998) on 

Alzheimer Aβ(1-40) fibrils. The result of these experiments, in contrast to the more recent 
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solid-state NMR studies(Lu et al., 2013; Lührs, et al., 2005; Paravastu, Leapman, Yau, & 

Tycko, 2008; Petkova et al., 2002), was that the β-strands in the protofilament were tilted to 

the protofilament axis direction. In the work by Fraser et al the (200) reflections of the 

orthogonal unit cell, corresponding to the perpendicular distance between chains, were off the 

meridian, whereas the (210) reflections were on the meridian. This result showed that the 

strands were tilted by 35.6° to the expected cross-β configuration; that is at an angle of 54.4° 

to the fibril axis direction. In the study by Malinchik et al. both (200) and (210) reflections 

were on the meridian which was attributed to a relative enhancing of the on-meridional 

reflections relative to the off-meridional reflections due to cylindrical averaging and disorder 

within the fibril. The conclusion was that the strands were tilted with respect to perpendicular 

to the protofilament axis direction. Although the cross-β configuration appears to be the 

dominant form for amyloid it has also been established that there is a great deal of 

conformational diversity depending on variant and experimental conditions. From the 

perspective of understanding how the Aβ amyloid forms in Alzheimer disease (AD), only 

certain variants and environmental conditions are relevant. The importance of the study by 

Malinchik et al. may lie in the careful process used to grow the fibrils from low 

concentrations of soluble monomeric peptide : “The significance of our current study arises 

because…the assembly process itself (from soluble peptide to insoluble fibers) may simulate 

a portion of the pathophysiological process leading to fibril formation in AD brains.”  

Hayward and Milner-White (HMW) (Hayward and Milner-White, 2017) extended the 

theory for the shear number (McLachlan, 1979; Murzin, Lesk, & Chothia, 1994) in β-barrels 

for application to β-helices and homomeric β-barrels and β-helices. In this development, the 

minimal unit is the “β-strip” from which the whole helical structure can be constructed via 

the symmetry operations of the n-fold rotational axis which is the helical axis. The 

development led to a set of equations that relate geometrical quantities, such as helical radius, 
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r, height per turn, h, and angle between the strand direction and the helical axis direction, α, 

to quantities such as, n, the number of β-strips, m, the number of strands in the β-strip, and t 

the register shift between neighbouring β-strips:   
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where a and b are constants and are set here to 3.3 Å and 4.8 Å respectively (see Methods 

Section). In the X-ray fibre diffraction experiments on the Aβ(1-40) fibrils by Fraser et al. 

and Malinchik et al. the protofilament dimensions r and α were found to be 14-15 Å and 

54.4°, respectively. Assuming a helix of circular cross-section, Equations (1) give t/m = 2.0, h 

= 63.0 – 67.5 Å and nm =10.7 – 11.4. Amyloid is widely considered to exist as parallel in-

register β-sheet (Shewmaker, et al., 2011; Shinchuk, et al., 2005; Wickner, et al., 2008) and 

site-directed spin labelling experiments on Aβ(1-40) have shown that the strands are parallel 

and in register (Torok et al., 2002). As described in HMW this suggests the protofilament 

subunit comprises a single strip (n = 1) of in-register strands folded to a “β-strip helix”, where 

at the join between the two outermost strands the register shift is t. If n = 1 then m =10.7 –

11.4, but as m must be an integer, this implies m = 11 and t = 22 (t must be even). With m = 

11 and t = 22 we can use the equations in HMW to find the helical dimensions of the 

“experimental β-strip helix model” which are: r = 14.3 Å, α = 54.0 and h = 65.3 Å. The 

underlying assumption is that the Aβ(1-40) protofilament in these experiments is formed 

from β-strip helices. Thus the experimental β-strip helix model is a β-strip helix consistent 

with the experimental measurements. Figure 1 (B) shows the backbone trace of the 

experimental β-strip helix model constructed as described in the Methods section. Fraser et 
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al. also saw a weak reflection at 57 Å on the meridian which they suggested might be due to 

an axially repeating unit comprising 12 strands. The calculation above, which derives from 

knowledge of r and α only, suggests a β-strip helix of 11 strands and a length of 

approximately 60 Å (see HMW for further details), which, if it formed the repeating 

protofilament subunit, might explain the 57 Å meridional reflection.  
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Figure 1  

(A) Flat β-sheet with 11 straight in-register strands of 40 residues. (B) “Experimental β-

strip helix model”, the β-strip helix of circular cross-section consistent with the X-ray 

fibre diffraction results. It corresponds to the sheet shown in (A) where residues 23-40 

in chain A (blue) hydrogen bond to residues 1-18 in chain K (red). 
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 MD simulations of Alzheimer Aβ(1-40) and Aβ(1-42) have been performed by a 

number of groups as reported in the thorough review by Nasica-Labouze et al. (Nasica-

Labouze et al., 2015). There are reports of MD simulations on higher order assemblies of 

Aβ(1-40) or Aβ(1-42) which start from known NMR structures for simulation of the 

aggregation process or effect of a lipid membrane environment. For example, implicit-solvent 

simulations (Barz, Olubiyi, & Strodel, 2014) have been used to study the assembly process 

starting with 20 NMR monomer structures of Aβ(1-40) (Coles, Bicknell, Watson, Fairlie, & 

Craik, 1998). All-atom explicit-solvent simulations on truncated Aβ(1-40) protofilament 

structures determined by solid state NMR (Lührs, et al., 2005; Petkova, Yau, & Tycko, 2006) 

approaching or embedded in lipid bilayers have also been reported (Jang et al., 2010; 

Tofoleanu, Brooks, & Buchete, 2015). There are no reports, however, of MD simulations 

performed to understand the strain of the Aβ(1-40) protofilament structure reported by Fraser 

et al. and Malinchik et al..  

 The cover image of Proteins Vol 85 Issue 10 (Hayward and Milner-White, 2017), 

taken from HMW, shows a paper model starting as a flat sheet curling up to form a helical 

structure. Here we present explicit-solvent MD simulations starting from untwisted β-sheets 

of 10-, 11- and 12-strands. It is important to appreciate that the aim here is not to simulate the 

folding process from an artificial structure, but rather to determine whether, from limited 

information (in-register strands with parallel β-sheet hydrogen bonding), the resulting stable 

structure is a β-strip helix with dimensions close to those experimentally measured. Should 

this be confirmed for the predicted 11-strand sheet then it would support the hypothesis that 

the experimental β-strip helix is a good model for the protofilament subunit. 

 

Methods 
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Construction of β-sheets for simulation 

Using an in-house program, polyalanine models can be constructed with standard bond 

lengths, bond angles, ω torsion angles and desired (ϕ, ψ) angles. Sheets for simulation were 

constructed from straight untwisted strands (with exactly 180° rotation about the strand 

helical axis per residue) for which excellent inter-strand hydrogen bonding can be achieved 

along the whole length. Such a strand with standard bond angles, standard ω torsions angles, 

and repeating (ϕ, ψ) angles satisfies the equation ψ=−2arctan(0.92tan(ϕ/2)) (Hayward and 

Milner-White, 2011). A straight strand of 40 alanine residues was constructed using the 

angles, (-120°,115.8°), which satisfy this equation and also are close to the average (ϕ, ψ) 

angles in parallel β-sheet. A duplicate strand was created and brought into optimal interaction 

with the original using rigid body transformations (Hayward and Milner-White, 2011). The 

resulting untwisted two-strand β-sheet comprised hydrogen bonds along its whole length. 

Repeating this process a multi-strand sheet could be created. If the rigid body transformation 

involved only translation then the sheet is perfectly flat as shown in Figure 2 (A). If in 

Figure 2 

(A) Starting structure that has straight strands and a flat surface. (B) Starting 

structure with straight strands and a curved surface. 
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addition to translations, rotations were used then a slightly curved, but still untwisted sheet 

arose as shown in Figure 2(B). The side-chains corresponding to the wild-type human 

Alzheimer Aβ(40) protein were placed using SQRWL (Krivov, Shapovalov, & Dunbrack, 

2009). Sheets of 10, 11 and 12 strands were created. 

This procedure ensures that there is neither a twisting bias nor a bias caused by a 

particular pattern of hydrogen bonds introduced into the starting structures. 

 

Modelling a β-strip helix  

A β-strip helix comprises m identical strands in register but the outer strands, strand 1 and 

strand m meet with a register shift t (see Figure 1 (B)). Specifying m and t (t must be an even 

number) determines the helical radius, r, and height per turn, h, or vice-versa as per the 

equations given previously by HMW. A structure constructed with these values of r and h 

will be a closed β-strip helix; that is the two outer strands align at the desired register shift of 

t. There are two constants that relate to Cα atom spacing: the direct distance, a, between 

successive Cα atoms along the “strand helix”, the helix that follows the strand direction, and 

the direct distance, b, between aligned Cα atoms along the “neighbour helix”, the helix that 

crosses the strand helix at right angles. Here, as in HMW, we set a = 3.3 Å and b = 4.8 Å. 

The parametric equation of a helix was used to place Cα atoms at the appropriate spacing on a 

strand. In Supplementary Material we describe a method to place a neighbouring strand and 

in this way to build up the whole β-strip helix. The experimental β-strip helix model can be 

constructed in this way. 

 

β-strip helices with end-to-end join 
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β-strip helices can join end-to-end by the association of same pair of sequence segments that 

come together to stabilise the β-strip helix. As shown in Supplementary Material, for this to 

be able to happen the condition L  2t  2(L-1) must be satisfied, where L is the length of the 

strand. As also shown in Supplementary Material, the length of the gap, g, between the end of 

one chain and the start of the next as a shift in the number of residues, is given by g = 2t – L + 

1.  In Supplementary Material it is also shown how to construct a model of a protofilament 

comprising β-strip helices joined end-to-end. 

Determination of helical dimensions of final structures - fitted β-strip model 

In order to determine the approximate helical geometry of the final structures, the root mean-

square deviation (RMSD) between the Cα atoms of the final structure and a constructed β-

strip helix of the same number of strands was minimised (using Matlab’s “fminsearch” 

function) in the parameter space of r and h, i.e. assuming a β-strip helix of circular cross-

section. In this process the distances between successive Cα atoms along a strand and between 

strands were maintained at 3.3 Å and 4.8 Å, respectively. The same number of strands was 

used as in the structure being modelled but closure of the strip was not imposed. The 

resulting structure will be referred to as a “fitted β-strip model”. 

    

Inter-strand register shift based on residue contact analysis 

Labelling strands A to K for the 11-strand case, we measure the “inter-strand register shift” 

between chains A and K (or J for 10-strands; L for 12 strands) in the following way. For each 

residue on strand A, a list of contacting residues on strand K was compiled. The register shift 

between each residue on A and all its contacting residues on K was then calculated to give a 

list of register shifts for each residue on A. The lists from all residues on A were combined 

and the mean of this combined list taken to give the inter-strand register shift between A and 
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K. This was calculated at each frame and was performed not just between the outermost 

strands but between all pairs of the two outermost strands on either side of the sheet. 

“Contact” between residue i and residue j means any atom (including hydrogen atoms) of 

residue i is within 3.5 Å of any atom of residue j. 

 

 MD protocols 

All MD simulations were performed by AMBER16 (D.A. Case, A.W. Goetz, Lin, Omelyan, 

& R.C. Walker, 2016) on 10-, 11- and 12-strand sheets for 1 or 2 μs in explicit solvent as 

listed in Table I. As the starting structure, we used either the flat or curved sheet. Charged 

groups, NH3 and COO (NH3/COO), were used for the N- and C-termini for the first three 

simulations in Table I, and neutral acetyl and N-methyl groups (ACE/NME) were selected for 

the rest. The latter treatment was used to assess the effect of terminal charges, however, no 

significant effects were observed as shown in the Results section. The AMBER ff14SB force 

field was used for the peptides (Maier et al., 2015). 

TABLE I Details of MD simulations performed 

Simulation name comprises following information: number of strands_simulation box 

type_Curved or Flat starting structure_neutral or charged terminal groups. 

Simulation name No of 

chains 

Box type No of 

atoms 

Starting 

structure 

Terminal 

groups 

Simulation 

time 

10_cuboid_C_chg 10 Cuboid 67,666 Curved NH3/COO 2µs 

11_cuboid_C_chg 11 Cuboid 97,720 Curved NH3/COO 2µs 

11_cube_C_chg 11 Cube 352,263 Curved NH3/COO 1µs 

11_cube_C_ntl 11 Cube 378,039 Curved ACE/NME 2µs 

11_cube_F_ntl 11 Cube 380,427 Flat ACE/NME 1µs 

12_cube_F_ntl 12 Cube 376,312 Flat ACE/NME 1µs 

Two types of periodic boundary boxes, cuboid and cube, were used. The cuboid was utilized 

to minimize the number of solvent molecules in the box, whereas the cube is able to 
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minimize possible artefacts caused by the reorientation of the peptides during a long MD 

simulation. As shown in Results, we did not see any significant difference caused by the 

shape of the box. In the cuboid case, we first energy minimized for 200 steps with the 

implicit solvent model, Generalized Born/Surface Area (GB/SA), with the CUDA version of 

the Pmemd module (Gotz et al., 2012). Then, the system was equilibrated with GB/SA-MD 

for 1 ns with positional restraints imposed on heavy atoms (force constant: 0.1 kcal/molÅ2) 

and for an additional 1 ns with the restraints on Cα atoms only. Then, 100 ns of GB/SA-MD 

was conducted without restraints. During this period, an initial conformational change from a 

relatively flat structure to a more curved one was observed. The final structure of the GB/SA-

MD was solvated in a cuboid box, so that there was at least a 10 Å gap between the peptides 

and the boundary. The initial box sizes for 10_cuboid_C_chg and 11_cuboid_C_chg were 

135×71×84 and 144×90×90 Å3, respectively. For the cubic boundary, the peptides were 

solvated in a cube with the same gap condition. The initial boxes sizes for 11_cube_C_chg, 

11_cube_C_ntl, 11_cube_F_ntl, and 12_cube_F_ntl were 1573, 1613, 1613 and 1613 Å3, 

respectively. The number of atoms in each box is given in Table I. The SPC/Eb model 

(Takemura and Kitao, 2012) was used for water and Joung/Cheatham parameters (Joung and 

Cheatham, 2008) for KCl ions which were distributed in the box to neutralise it and impose 

0.14 M ionic strength to the system. After energy minimization, 1 ns of MD simulation was 

performed at 1 atm and 300 K with positional restraints imposed on main chain N, Cα, Cʹ, 

and O atoms (the force constant: 1.0 kcal/molÅ2) in 10_cuboid_C_chg, 11_cuboid_C_chg 

and 11_cube_C_chg. In other cases, 5 ns of MD simulation was performed with positional 

restraints imposed on N, Cα, and Cʹ by gradually weakening the force constant from 1.0 to 

0.01 kcal/molÅ2. All the molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the GPU 

implementation of Pmemd module(Le Grand, Gotz, & Walker, 2013). Isothermal-isobaric 

conditions were achieved by a Langevin thermostat (Sindhikara, Kim, Voter, & Roitberg, 
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2009) and a Berendsen barostat (Berendsen, Postma, van Gunsteren, Di Nola, & Haak, 1984). 

Equations of motion were integrated with a time step of 2 fs. The long-range Coulomb energy 

was evaluated using the particle mesh Ewald method (Essmann et al., 1995). After restraints-

MD, MD simulation without restraints was conducted for 1 or 2 μs, and the generated 

trajectories were used for the analysis.  

Simulations were performed on a Xeon E5-2670 with a Tesla K20 GPU.  A 2 μs 

cubic box simulation took approximately 300 days. 

 

Results 

Simulations with 11-strands 

Analysis of trajectories 

In all cases the strip spontaneously curls up to form a β-strip helix. In all cases the β-strip is a 

right-handed helix and a significant proportion of β-sheet hydrogen-bonding is maintained as 

shown in Figure 4 (A). Given that a sheet has two surfaces, arbitrarily denoted “A” and “B”, 

there are two possible right-handed helices that could arise: one with surface A on the outside 

of the helix and surface B on the inside or vice-versa.  We can distinguish which of the two 

possible right-handed helices our β-strip helices are by identifying which residues are on the 

outside of the helix. The red characters at the bottom of Figure 4(C) show the residues on the 

outside of the helix, which are common to all the MD results. Due to disorder at the ends this 

is just a general indication of the phasing. 
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As mentioned in the Introduction, the experimental β-strip helix model has residues 1-

18 on one side of the strip fold up to join residues 23-40 on the other side of the strip (see 

Figure 1).  In order to monitor progress of the simulations we tracked the distance between 

residue 1 on one side of the strip and residue 23 on the other as well as the distance between 

residue 18 and residue 40.  Figure 3 shows plots of these distances for all simulations. They 

show that in most cases these distances decrease significantly and that as confirmed by  

viewing the trajectories using Pymol (www.pymol.org), folding occurs mostly within 1μs.  

Figure 4 (B) indicates the positions of all glycine residues. At these glycines breaks in β-sheet  

Figure 3  

(A) Trajectories of Cα to Cα distances between residue 23 in chain A and residue 1 in 

chain J (10 strands), chain K (11 strands) or chain L (12 strands). (B) Trajectories of 

Cα to Cα distances between residue 40 in chain A and residue 18 in chain J, chain K 

or chain L. 

 

http://www.pymol.org/
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hydrogen bonding and significant changes in strand direction occur, indicating that they 

Figure 4 

(A) Secondary structure trajectory of 11_cube_C_chg trajectory. (B) Final structure from 

11_cube_C_chg trajectory showing locations of glycines in space-filling model. (C)The 

Aβ(40) sequence is shown indicating amino acids with side chains on the outside of the 

β-strip helix (red) and those on the inside (black) as determined from the simulations. 

The black rectangles indicate β-barrel transmembrane segments as predicted by PRED-

TMBB and TMB-Pro. Magenta indicates side-chains predicted by TMB-Pro to be on the 

outside, i.e. on the membrane lipid side. See Discussion for further details. 
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probably aid the folding process. The C-terminal end of the β-strip helix seems to fold in 

towards the centre of the helix as seen most clearly in Figure 6 (B) and (C). This appears to 

be due to there being more glycines on the C-terminal half than on the N-terminal half. 

Figure 5 

Trajectory of inter-strand register shift between outer strands in 11-strand sheets. Black, 

between chain A and K, red between A and J, blue between B and K, and green between B 

and J. The straight horizontal line is at a register shift of 22. No points exist outside of the 

range shown apart from one point at an inter-strand register shift of 41 in 11_cube_C_ntl. 

(A) 11_cuboid_C_chg (B) 11_cube_C_chg (C) 11_cube_C_ntl (D) 11_cube_F_ntl. 
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In comparison to inner strands, outer strands are more disordered and partly break 

away from their neighbouring strands especially at terminal regions. 

 

Figure 5 shows trajectories of the inter-strand register shift between outer strands.  It 

can be seen that for some simulations outer strands come into contact very early in the 

folding process but this is partly due to the outer strands coming away from the main strip. 

Overall the results show that at the end of the simulations the inter-strand register shifts are 

often close to, and taken together approximately centred on, the predicted register shift of 22.    

 

Analysis of final structures 

Figure 5 shows that contacts exist between the two sides of the β-strip in the final structures. 

However, in an idealised β-strip helix, such as the experimental β-strip helix model, there is 

parallel β-sheet hydrogen bonding between the two outer strands as they join to form the β-

strip helix. In none of the final structures do we find extensive hydrogen bonding between the 

outer strands. However, in the final structure of 11_cube_C_chg we find parallel β-sheet 

hydrogen bonding between Ala2 in chain B (Ala2B) and Val24K and Ser26K, which aligns 

Ala2B with Gly25K at a register shift of 23. In 11_cuboid_C_chg there is one hydrogen bond 

between Asp1B and Asp23K which is at the predicted register shift of 22. In 11_cube_C_ntl 

we find a single hydrogen bond between Asp8A and Val39K and in 11_cube_F_ntl there are 

no hydrogen bonds between the outer chains. 
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Figure 6 

Final structures of 11-strand simulations. (A) 11_cuboid_C_chg (B) 11_cube_C_chg (C) 

11_cube_C_ntl (D) 11_cube_F_ntl. 
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Figure 6 A-D show the final structures from all simulations with 11-strands. Although there 

is some variation they are all similar. Their cross-sectional shapes are approximately circular 

but perhaps better described as elliptical with a tendency to have a “flat bottom”. Table II 

gives the helical dimensions of the fitted β-strip models. They are remarkably close to those 

of the experimental β-strip helix model. In particular, for all structures, the angle α is close to 

the experimental value of 54.4. Furthermore, in all simulations apart from 11_ cube_F_ntl, 

the width is close to experimental value which is 14-15 Å. For both 11_cube_C_chg and 

Figure 7 

Final structure from the 11_cube_C_chg simulation and fitted β-strip helix model with 

r = 15.1 Å, h = 65.5 Å, t = 22.8 residues and α = 54.9°. As these values are close to 

those of the experimental β-strip helix model (r = 14.3 Å, h = 65.3 Å, t = 22 residues 

and α = 54.0) it demonstrates how close the final structure is to the experimentally 

measured helical dimensions.  
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11_cube_C_ntl, the height per turn, h, is also very close to the value for the experimental β-

strip helix model.  

TABLE II Helical dimensions of fitted β-strip models for final structures of 11-stranded 

simulations  

11_exp_β-strip is the experimental β-strip helix model derived from the X-ray fibre 

diffraction experiments by Fraser et al. and Malinchik et al. The RMSD is between Cα atoms 

of the final structure and its fitted β-strip model. 

Simulation name RMSD (Å) r (Å) h (Å) α (degrees) t 

11_exp_β-strip - 14.3 65.3 54.0 22.0 

11_cuboid_C_chg 8.7 16.0 76.6 52.7 21.0 

11_cube_C_chg 7.7 15.1 65.5 54.9 22.8 

11_cube_C_ntl 9.8 15.1 66.5 55.4 23.2 

11_cube_F_ntl 8.1 17.4 83.0 52.8 21.1 

 

Figure 7 shows the final structure of the 11_cube_C_chg simulation superposed with 

its fitted β-strip model. As this model is remarkably close to the experimental β-strip helix 

model, it effectively shows the final structure fitted with the experimental β-strip helix model. 

This demonstrates how close the helical dimensions of this final structure are to the 

experimentally measured helical dimensions. Even though our final 11-strand structure does 

not find support amongst the atomic resolution NMR structures, the NMR study by Ahmed et 

al. (Ahmed et al., 2010) on Aβ(1-42) showed that for the in-register fibril there is a close 

intermolecular (between different strands) interaction between Gln15 and Gly37 which 

corresponds to the 22 residue register shift. In the final structure of 11_cube_C_chg (the 

structure that most closely matches the experimental β-strip helix model) Gln15 of chain A is 

in contact with Gly37 of chain I (Cα- Cα distance 6.1 Å). 
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Simulations with 10- and 12-strands  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 

(A) Final structure of 10_cuboid_C_chg. (B) Final structure of 12_cube_F_ntl.  
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Analysis of trajectories 

10 and 12-strand sheets are not predicted to be the protofilament subunit so it would be 

instructive to perform the same simulations on sheets of these sizes. For the 10-strand sheet 

Figure 9 

(A) Residues 17-40 chains B to F from final structure of 12_cube_F_ntl (see Figure 8 (B)) 

viewed perpendicular to the axis (black line) that assumes a cross-β configuration. (B) Residues 

17-40 from Aβ(1-42) (PDB: 2BEG) from Lührs et al (Lührs et al., 2005) viewed perpendicular to 

the axis. (C) Residues 17-40 chains B to F from final structure of 12_cube_F_ntl viewed along 

axis direction. (D) Residues 17-40 from Aβ(1-42) (Lührs, et al., 2005) viewed along axis 

direction.  
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the two sides do not come into contact, although there is contact between Lys28 on chains A 

and B and the C-termini of chains I and J due to the folding-in of the C-terminus end of the 

sheet. 

For the 12-strand sheet there is little contact between the two outer strands on either 

side of the sheet. In fact the only contact occurs between the C-terminal of strand B and the 

N-terminus (His6) of strand K.  

 

Analysis of final structures 

As shown in Figure 8, it is clear from the final structures of the 10-strand and 12-strand 

simulations that the two outer sides do not come together. As the final structures for the 10- 

and 12-strand simulations are not helix-like, no fitted β-strip model was produced. The final 

structure of the 12-strand case is different to the 10 and 11-strand final structures. Also the 

individual strands are straighter. It has a flatter folded structure, reminiscent of some of the 

solid-state NMR structures of Aβ(1-40) or Aβ(1-42) (Lührs, et al., 2005; Petkova, Yau, & 

Tycko, 2006). Figure 9 shows residues 17-40, chains B to F, of the final structure of 

12_cube_F_ntl in comparison with the solid-state NMR structure of Aβ(1-42) of Lührs et al. 

(Lührs, et al., 2005). In the NMR structure residues 1-16 are disordered but residues 17-40 

are similar in structure to the corresponding region in the final structure of 12_cube_F_ntl; 

the loop region spans approximately the same residues, 27-30. Thus part of the 

12_cube_F_ntl final structure has the characteristics of a cross-β structure. In the NMR 

structure there is an intra-chain salt-bridge between Asp23 and Lys28 in four out of five 

chains, but in the final structure only the first chain has this salt bridge. The final structure 

also shows a stagger, (Tycko, 2006) which forms early in the folding process and therefore 

seems to be related to the natural tendency for the sheet to twist.  
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 Thus sheets of 10 and 12 strands, which are not predicted to be the protofilament 

subunit, do not fold to a stable helical structure.  

 

Discussion 

Assuming a β-strip helix as the protofilament building block, dimensions measured in the X-

ray fibre diffraction experiments on Alzheimer Aβ(1-40) fibrils by Fraser et al. (Fraser, et al., 

1992) and Malinchik et al.(Malinchik, et al., 1998) led to an experimental β-strip helix model 

comprising 11-strands. Our aim has been, not to simulate the folding process from an 

artificial structure, but rather to find support for the experimental β-strip helix model as the 

protofilament subunit given limited information: 11 in-register strands in a parallel β-sheet 

configuration. Our final structures not only resemble a β-strip helix, but they have dimensions 

close to those experimentally measured for the protofilament: width of ~30 Å and α54. 

Simulations on 10- and 12-strand sheets do not give rise to closed helical structures, and are 

not predicted for the protofilaments, which is in accord with an 11-strand model for them. 

What is the significance of t/m=2 (or equivalently a tilt angle of 35.6°)? As shown in 

HMW the majority of homomeric β-barrels have t/m=1 with their strands tilted by ~55 

(α=34.5, see Equation 1a). However, both TolC in Ecoli and the mycobacterial outer-

membrane channel MspA also have t/m=2 and strands tilted by ~36 (α=54). In a study of 

non-homomeric β-barrels by Murzin et al. (Murzin, et al., 1994) where s/n (s being the shear 

number and n the number of strands  forming the barrel) is the equivalent of t/m, the 

significance of s/n=1 and s/n=2 was attributed to residues in the interior of the barrel forming 

“symmetrical layers in planes perpendicular to its axis” whereas for barrels where 1<s/n<2 

“packing is more complicated”. They also argued that barrels with s/n<1 and s/n>2 would 

only be stable for “very special combinations of side-chains and therefore expected to be rare 
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or not to occur”.  Thus t/m=2 is significant as it corresponds to a tilt angle that produces 

favourable side-chain packing. 

The ability of small oligomers of Aβ(1-40) to form ion-channels within membranes 

(Arispe, Pollard, & Rojas, 1993) and their consequential toxicity motivated Jang et al. (Jang, 

et al., 2010) to use solid-state NMR structures (Lührs, et al., 2005; Petkova, et al., 2006) to 

build β-barrel-like structures with a tilt of 37 that resemble atomic force microscopy images 

of Aβ oligomers in membranes. The significance of our result is that our 11-strand β-strip 

helix is a β-barrel-like structure with a tilt of 35 that is close in structure to the 12-strand 

membrane-embedded β-barrel from TolC in Ecoli (width 31 Å, α = 54; see Figure 2 in 

HMW). The transmembrane β-barrel prediction programs TMBpro (Randall, Cheng, 

Sweredoski, & Baldi, 2008) and PRED-TMBB (Bagos, Liakopoulos, Spyropoulos, & 

Hamodrakas, 2004) were used to analyse the Aβ(1-40) sequence to see if it had the expected 

properties of known β-barrels. As solved transmembrane β-barrels are antiparallel and these 

programs are designed for a single monomers, they are not ideally suited for this case. 

However, they can help predict the regions in the Aβ(1-40) sequence that have a propensity 

to form a transmembrane β-strands. Figure 4(C) shows two regions of 10 residues each, 

which are predicted by both programs to be transmembrane β-strands. These regions have a 

9-residue overlap in the β-strip helix forming a large continuous portion of the whole β-strip 

helix. Within these segments the side-chains predicted by TMB-pro to be on the membrane 

side correspond to those on the outside of the β-strip helices from the simulations.  

The cross-β structure has become the established configuration for the amyloid fibril 

so it is important to be able to reconcile the proposed β-strip helix structure with the cross-β 

structure. The final structure of the 12-strand simulation might provide a clue. The 

conformation of β-strand-loop-β-strand found in the 12-strand structure has a stagger similar 

to that seen in some atomic resolution NMR structures. The stagger here seems to arise from 
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the natural tendency for a β-sheet to twist but this stagger is much larger in the 11-strand case 

allowing the opposite sides of the sheet to come into contact at a register shift of 22 to form a 

closed structure. In the 12-strand case the two sides of the sheet are not able to come into 

contact and the final structure may then form protofilaments that are closer to the cross-β 

configuration. Therefore, a variety of protofilament strains could arise from a   heterogeneous 

“soup” of partially folded β-sheets each comprising differing numbers of strands. The strain 

of protofilament that arises would depend on environmental conditions. 
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 Figure 10 shows β-strip helices - each an experimental β-strip helix model - as 

protofilament subunits joining end-to-end. An attractive feature of the β-strip helix as a 

protofilament subunit, is it shows how protofilament subunits join together end-to-end via the 

association of the same sequence segments as those that come together to stabilise an 

individual β-strip helix. In the 2D representation of Figure 10 one can see that the association 

of the N-terminal segment of chain K and the C-terminal segment of chain A stabilises the 

individual β-strip helices, each a protofilament subunit. This leaves the C-terminal segment 

 

Figure 10 

2D and 3D depiction of β-strip helix (each acting as a protofilament subunit) stabilisation and 

association. The 2D depiction shows the register shift as an association of the N-terminal sequence 

segment (1-18) and the C-terminal sequence segment (23-40) from opposite sides of the same β-

strip helix (each single strip is depicted twice in the same colour, once in bold and once in faint) 

and between adjacent β-strip helices (neighbouring strips of different colour). The 3D depiction 

shows experimental β-strip helix models joining end-to-end, the modelling of which is described 

in Supplementary Material. The N- and C-terminal ends are depicted as spheres to help show the 

slot between neighbouring subunits. The Aβ(40) sequence is shown illustrating the register shift.    
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of chain K to associate with the N-terminal segment of chain A of the next protofilament 

subunit, and the N-terminal segment of chain A to associate with the C-terminal segment of 

chain K of the previous protofilament subunit. In all these associations 18-residue sequence 

segments at a register shift of 22 come together. This model suggests a seeding effect and that 

protofilaments grow in both directions. The same principle appears to apply in the 

HETs(218–289) infectious form of the prion protein, (Wasmer, et al., 2008) which is formed 

from single-strand β-helices joining end-to-end. HET-s(218–289) has 21-residue tandem 

pseudo repeat sequences spaced by 15 residues brought into alignment by a register shift of 

36 stabilising individual β-helix subunits and the join between subunits (see Figure 7(A) in 

HMW for 2D and 3D depictions of this for HET-s(218–289)).  

With L = 40 and t = 22 the condition L  2t  2(L-1) is satisfied and with g = 5 the 

resulting gap is long enough to provide the necessary space for the N- and C-terminal groups. 

Figure 10 depicts the protofilament as an association of β-strip helices joining end-to-end as 

protofilament subunits.  

In the models suggested by Malinchik et al. on the basis of X-ray fibre diffraction and 

electron microscopy experiments, a fibril comprises 3-5 protofilaments. Protofilaments are 

likely to be intertwining due a natural propensity for β-helices to twist, as seen for example in 

the T4 phage spike. Thus in this model a fibril is likely to have a number of structural 

features combining those of individual protofilaments with those arising from protofilament 

intertwining. 

The proposed β-strip helix is a structure that combines qualities of both β-helices and 

β-barrels. Its resemblance to transmembrane β-barrels such as that found in TolC might 

explain why small oligomers of Alzheimer Aβ(1-40) are able to form toxic ion channels. Its 
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β-helix-like quality could explain how, like the β-helix in the HET-s(218–289) prion protein, 

these small oligomers join together to form protofilaments. 
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